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An experimental study of excitation transfer between certain Zeeman sublevels of the 3 PJ states in strong
magnetic fields is reported for Na(3 2Sl/2)-Na'(3 2pJ ) resonant collisions. A major decrease in the
M = - 3/2-+M
3/2 transfer rate is observed between 4 and 80 kG. Approximate calculations in the correlation
function framework are performed, and the experimental resutts and theoretical predictions for the field
dependence are in good agreement. Some insights into the mechanisms of the collision process are deduced
and the particularly important role of the electronic spin is emphasized. The importance of the symmetry
properties of the interaction potential is also directly demonstrated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The principle of these experiments on the
(32Pl/a,s/a) fine-structure levels of sodium is
analogous to that described for mercury atoms in
a previous paper. 1 In essence, we excite Olle
(J,M,,) level and observe the collisionally induced
fluorescence intensities from the (J' ,Mi) levels.
This method has frequently been used to study ex
citation transfer due to noble-gas collisions and to
alkali-metal-gas collisions in low magnetic
fields,üc) Here we study the dependence of these
cross sections on magnetic Held in a region where
the Zeeman energy splittings are of sufficient mag
nitude to make the collisions partially adiabatic.
An experimental determination of the Fourier
transform of the correlation function for the in
teraction potential is then possible.
Some difference exist between the present ex
periment and that of Re!. 1, concerning both the
experimental procedure and the interpretation of
the data. Excitation by a tunable dye laser is nec
essary in the present experiment, as all the Zee
man components of the resonance lines are dis
placed by the magnetic field. This offers the pos
sibility of measurlng, by frequency and polariza
tion analysis of the fluorescent light, the whole
ensemble of transfer coefficients between the var
ious Zeeman sublevels. But the interpretation of
the experiments is more complicated than in the
mercury case because of the existence of the hy
perfine structure, the nonzero electronic spin of
the ground state, and the partial LS decoupling
in the excited state due to the field.
When one neglects the role of symmetry proper
ties, which are of interest for small LS decoupling
effects, there are 132 independent coefficients of
transfer in Na-Na* resonant collisions. Indeed,
12 of these can be deduced from the unitarity of
the S matrix.
Experimental investigations of the whole set of
20

coefficients are possible if one creates polarized
perturbers in the ground state. But in our con
ditions we use thermalized ground-state atoms and
we can only experimentally investigate the be
havior of the average value of the transfer coef
ficients on the ground state. The number of pos
sible coefficients investigated with unpolarized
perturbers and optical detection of the excited
state is then reduced to 30. Among these are many
uninteresting or small ones in fields smaller than
80 kG, as, for example, those describing fine
structure transfer processes which may be mea
sured but with a poor accuracy.
In the following, the rates of transfer between
the states of the two-atom system, i.e.,
[JMnj =~m-j =~m' ,J'M'".] will be denoted by
[JM",m-J'M'".,m'] or [JM"-J'M',,,j when aver
aging over m,m' (in the vapor) is assumed.
Our experimental investigations have been re
stricted to the (~- ~ - H) and
H) pro
cesses. The (i ~) processes have also
been observed, but with a poor signal-to-noise
ratio, which permits only qualitative conclusions.
The study of other processes would be of interest,
particularly for tesUng the validity of symmetry
properties, but in fact this requires the use of a
detailed comparison theory requiring major num
erical work. It would also be of interest to study
excitation transfer between fine-structure Zeeman
sublevels in higher fields, as the transfer should
increase strongly up to the crossing points in the
vicinity of 164 and 250 kG, as shown in Sec. VII.

<t -

11. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The resonance
cell is at the center of a superconducting magnet
which produces fields of up to 80 kG. 1 The cells
are cylindrical Pyrex chambers of 10-cm length
and 2-cm diameter, connected to a pumping line
in order to avoid troubles due to residual gases,
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FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus: 0 represents the
oven, P the pumping line, G the Glan-type polarizer,
F the flexible light gUide, FP the Fabry-Perot interfero
meter. The chopped O'-polarized laser beam is sent in the
field direction and detected at right angles to B. Prior to
any experiment, it was ensured that scattered excltation
light did not exceed 10- s of the fluorescent light.

which may severely perturb such experiments. l
Some attempts made with sealed silica and Pyrex
cells revealed the presence of about 10-3 Torr
residual-gas pressures at low temperature. The
cell is placed in an oven the temperature of which
is kept constant within 10-2 oe by an oil-circulating
system connected to an external thermostat. A
water cooling system isolates the 500- "K oven from
the cryostat of the magnet.
The light source is an Ar+-pumped R6G multi
mode jet-stream dye laser. Wavelengths are sel
ected with a Lyot filter and a thin 1-mm silica
slab of variable inclination inside the cavity. The
bandwidth of the laser is about 4 GHz with three
modes. Short-term frequency instabilities caused
by mode competition during the integration time
of the detection system insure a quasi-broad-line
excitation of the chosen Zeeman substate. The
linewidth of one Zeeman component is about 3 GHz
at 500"K owing to hyperfine structure (which is
not resolved in the experiments) and Doppler ef
fect. For fields greater than 4 kG the Zeeman
splitting is large enough to allow selective ex
citation of only one Zeeman substate of the 32p"
levels. A coated variable-absorption slab is used
to verify that the data are free from nonlinear ef
fects or optical pumping of the ground-state atoms,
which is highly im probable as the power incident
on the cell is only a few milliwatts in a 5-mm
diam beam.
The excitation of the sodium vapor is performed
with a chopped laser beam, the direction of which
is parallel to the magnetic Held. The a-fluore
scence light is detected at a right angle to the field
direction with a Glan-type polarizer, and sent
by means of an optical fiber to two thermostabil
ized piezoelectrically scanned Fabry-Perot inter
ferometers (FP) for frequency analysis.
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FIG. 2. Calculated pattern of the interferometer
showing the overlap of the interference orders of the
six 0 lines (3 2 P states) as a function of the magnetic
field strength. The mirror distance of the Fabry-Perot
interferometer is set at 0.189 cm. The plot gives the
relative positions X o of the lines in units of the interfer
ometer free-spectral range. The numbers correspond
to the a lines associated with the foUowing Zeeman sub
states : (1) 2P 1/ 2 -1/2. (2) 2P 1/ 2 1{2' (3) 2P S/ 2 -1/2' (4)
2P S/ 2 -S/2, (5) 2P S / 2 S/2. and (6) P S / 2 1/2' Overlapping at
various field values shows the necessity of using a
second interferometer with different free-spectral
range.

The polarizer suppresses the l1-fluorescence
components. In the fields used the electronic and
nuclear angular momenta of the 3P level are com
pletely decoupled; thus there are only six D.m"
=±1 or q-Zeeman components. But as Na-Na*
fine -s tructure transitions are negligible2 •3 at low
Held values, there are actually only two or four
strong-fluorescence lines for the respective cases
of J t or .~ excitation.
The free spectral ranges of the interferometers,
of finesse f"'" 40, are chosen to obtain the least
overlap of Zeeman components over the 0-80-kG
range of magnetic Held. For the present experi
ments they were 2.65 and 3.82 cm- l , giving the
pattern of Fig. 2. The FP's are followed by a
135-mm-focal-Iength lens and a 1-mm-diam hole
at its focal point. The resulting instrumental
width is 3 GHz (2 GHz for the FP and 0.9 GHz for
the collimation system). The signal is detected
with a shielded water-cooled EMI photomultiplier,
sent to a photon-counting system and an Inter
technique averager, and then printed and punched.
HI. ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE. CONDITIONS OF STUDY

The experimental conditions adopted for these
experiments on sodium are similar to those for
mercury.l.4 But the prob ability of radiative decay
of the resonance level is stronger than that of the
6 3P 1 state of mercury, resulting in a larger reson
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ance interaction and greater cross seetions. Also,
there are no experimental constraints due to re
sidual gases in the present case.
A. Orders or magnitude of transfer rates in Na-Na. collisions

The ra(iiative decay probability r for the 3 2 p./
resonance levels is 6.25X 107 sec- 1 • The absorp
tion coefficient
at the center of the J~ ~- j
~ t line (neglecting hfs) is given by

Xm

xW

rr 3/22rN/k;p,

(1)

with u = (2kT /Mp/ 2, giving for T 500 "K and
2xl013 atoms/cm3

N

xW"" 19 cm-I,

X(t)~

B. Order of magnitude of critical fields

As will be shown in the following seetions there
are several excitation transfer processes with
various energy differences between the levels of
the two-atom system contributing to the m o- m
process in the excited state. 4 The definition of a
critical field value for which tl.ETc -ti cannot be
systematic. Writing w= MBB/ti for the Larmor
frequency, one can show (see Sec. VII) that the
m= -~ - m =t process evolves at only one charac
teristic frequency, 2w, with the Held. For this
process, the critical field value Be is given by
B e =(2MBTc)-1

9.6 cm- 1 •

The collisional transfer rates can be deduced
from the theoretical results of ReL 5 and have the
general form

(4)

and for T = 500 "K, Tc (l/v)(a/1T)l/2, and {J = 8400
).2 this gives T c =6Xl0- 12 sec and Be<>< 6 kG.
C. Conditions of study

(2)

where K is a quantity of order of unity which de
pends on the particular Zeeman transition under
investigation. For example, for the m "" -~- m
+~ excitation transfer rate, K deduced from s is
0.611. One then obtains for N=2x 1012 at./cm3 ,
ag3/Z-3/2 value of 2.7xl0- 3 r, very simUar to the
values used in the experiments on Hg.
The main problem is still multiple scattering
of resonance radiation. The excitation is trans
ferred by resonant Na-Na* collisions from the
optically excited Zeeman sublevel m o towards all
the m Zeeman sublevels of the excited state, giv
ing after frequency analysis a pattern such as that
of Fig. 3. Jf the terms corresponding to the back
transfer of excitation from m to m o or m to m'
are neglected, the expression of the ratio of the
detected fluorescence intensities is just propor
tional to the collisional transfer rate and to the
imprisonment time [r(m)]-l of the excitation in
the m sublevel

907

The m o Zeeman sublevel is selectively and con
tinuously laser excited, and {J-fluorescence inten
sities are detected and frequency analyzed. A
typical plot is given in Fig. 3 for the excitation of
the m o=-t Zeeman_sublevel. For a fixed Na den
sity, the field is varied between 4 and 80 kG. The
ratio 1m/1",0 is then obtained and corrected for in
terferometer function. For such values of the den
sity and magnetic Held, two sweeps of the inter
ferometers are made in order to control the re
productibility of the pattern. Laser power fluc
tuation during one sweep is less than 1%. The
range of densities used is 2X 10l.ll-5x 1013 at./cm3 •
A typical plot of the ratio 1 3/2 /r a/ ll versus the
Held is given in Fig. 4. No measurements have

4

(3)

The evaluation of r(m) with Hoistein's model6
gives for T'" 500 "K, N 2X 1012 at./cm3 , L "" 7 cm,
and for the J =1 level the value r /r(m) - 27. Then
Im/I". is about 0.07, but in fact depends slightly
o
on the process under consideration. Under such
conditions, r(m) »g"""o and the neglect of back
transfer terms is justified. Thus 1m /1mo is linear
ly dependent on gmot o for densities of about 2 x 1012
at./cm3 • As the residual-gas pressure is very low
(dO- 6 Torr), experiments at low temperatures
are possible, but practicallimitations come from
the signal-to-noise ratio and from the necessity
of correcting the results from the interferometer
function. It is thus necessary to obtain values of
1",/1"'0 greater than a few 10'2 at least.
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FIG. 3. Typical fluorescence pattern obtained for
excitation of the M =
Zeeman sublevel. The free
spectral range of the interferometer is 2.65 cm' t.
Sodium density ia N=4xlO t2 at./cm3 and the field value
is 35.8 kG. The collisionally induced components
(dashed) are recorded at a sensitivity ten times greater
than the direct component (solid, labeied 4). Component
5 corresponds to the fluorescence line reemitted by the
M=j Zeeman sublevel (see Fig. 2 for the compiete
assignment of the lines),
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FIG. 4. Variation with
field of the ratio p3/2 -3/2
= I 3/2/r 3/ 2 of the fluores
cence intensities reemit
ted by the M= ~ and
M= -~ Zeeman sublevels
following excitation of the
J = ~ M= -~ Zeeman sub
level. The values of the
density correspond to
N=4.2x10 12 at./cm 3 (e),
3.8x 1012 at./cm 3 (... ), and
3.1x10 12 at./cm 3 (e).
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been made ar.ound 30 .or 42 kG .or für fields smal
ler than 6 kG. This is because .of Une .overlapping
with the ch.osen free spectral ranges .of the inter
fer.ometers.
As in Ref. 1, the radiati.on trapping times are
n.ot accurately kn.own and c.onsequently the ab
s.olute determinati.ons .of g"""o is n.ot p.ossible.
Nevertheless .one can remark that the .order .of
magnitude of the signal we have derived in Sec.
He are in rather g.o.od agreement with the experi
mental data .of Fig. 4.
The l.ow-field data (B< 6 kG) iS, in general, .of
n.o practical interest für several reas.ons. First,
.one must w.ork in the str.ong-field regime (i.e.,
where the Zeeman splitting much greater than the
D.oppler width) t.o av.oid all dep.olarizati.on effects
due to multiple sc attering .1, 7 ,8 M.ore.over, the
existence .of hyperfine structure in the gr.ound and
excited states requires w.orking with fields high
en.ough t.o dec.ouple i and j, and s.o av.oid a trivial
parasitic field dependence .of the data. 9 ,10 Fields
greater than 4 kG are needed für this purp.ose.
Finally, t.o selectively excite .one Zeeman sub
level and res.olve the spectrum .of flu.orescent
light, fields greater than 4 kG are usually needed,
depending .on the particular pr.ocess under inves
tigati.on.
IV. LS DECOUPLING EFFECTS ON MULTIPLE
SCATTERING

Interpretati.on .of the data is c.omplicated by the
partial dec.oupling of 1 and S due t.o the field. ll
This results in a field dependence .of the param
eters .of multiple scattering, in particular this
f.orbids any ace urate test .of the symmetry pr.oper
ties of the c.ollisi.onal relaxati.on matrix. 12

.....
A. Isolated excited atom

The 3p fine-structure c.onstant is 330 GHz and
of the .order .of magnitude .of the magnetic energies

für B"'" 80 kG. The energy levels and eigenstates
.of the Hamilt.onian depart fr.om the Zeeman ap
pr.oximati.on, and the flu.orescence intensities re
emitted by an is.olated excited at.om are field de
pendent. 9 ,ll Explicit expressi.ons are given in Ap
pendix A, where we sh.ow that the pr.obabilities .of
reemissi.on .of CJ and Ti ph.ot.ons by the (JM T ) sub
level vary in .opp.osite ways with the field, the sum
of the tw.o pr.obabilities being c.onstant.
At l.ow Na densities (N-1010 at./cm S ), n.o radia
ti.on trapping .occurs and the line intensities depend
linearly .on the strength .of .oscillat.or t.owards the
gr.ound state and .on sublevel density. It is then
easy t.o c.orrect the results für dec.oupling effects
as in Ref. 9. But it is n.ot s.o easy in these Na-Na*
c.ollisi.ons studies, since the c.onditi.ons (N - 2 xl 012
at./cm S ) are such that the effects .of multiple scat
tering are n.ot negligible.
B. Decoupling effects and multiple scattering

Multiple scattering is n.ot a linear pr.ocess, in
the sense that line intensities d.o n.ot depend linear
ly .on the abs.orpti.on c.oefficient für a given
line.S,lS The field dependence .of the abs.orpti.on
c.oefficient thus induces a n.onlinear field depen
dence in the intensities reemitted .outside the cel!.
Only qualitative estimati.ons .of this are p.ossible.
In the str.ong-field regime (where the Zeeman
splitting is much greater than the D.oppler width),
the impris.onment .of the excitati.on .occurs indepen
dently für each Zeeman sublevel M .of the excited
state, and is characterized by the impris.onment

20
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time (r"M)-l. The radiative decay of the (JM,,)
sublevel can correspond to the emission of a and
7T photons, the diffusions of which are deeply en
tangled and which both contribute to r"M). The
intensities measured then depend in a rather com
plicated, unknown way on the magnetic field
strength. Some intuitive arguments show that such
effects are necessarily weak. First, decoupling
effects cause at most 20% variation in the probab
Hity of emission in the 0-80-kG range of magnetic
field (see Appendix 1). Secondly, the prob ability
of emission or absorption of a and 7T photons varies
in way opposite that of the field strength. Then
a partial compensation of the variations occurs,
leading to a smooth dependence of r"M) on B. At
small values of the density, when r"M) depends al
most linearlyon the absorption coefficients, one
can always associate two graphs with (pa, m7T)
and (ma,p7T) photons in a diagrammatic expansion
of r"M), leading (to first order in B) to an almost
complete elimination of the B dependence of r"M) .
At higher values of the density, such a picture is
not quite correct, as r"M) does not depend linearly
on the absorption coefficient.
The last point is that the detected intensities de
pend on the parameters Ao(JM) and AO (JJ4J l • 7 • 8
(see Sec. V), which are kinds of form factors which
depend on the probability of emission of a photons
only. They are also field dependent via decoupling
effects, in an unknown way.
Fortunately, there is a situation which permits
eIear interpretation corresponding to the J = ~
M
Zeeman sublevels not perturbed by the
magnetic field. The data are then free of the
above-mentioned parasitic-field dependence.

909

used in the experiments. This ensures that the
density of excited atoms is small compared to that
of ground-state atoms.
At the experimental Na densities of 2X 1012 at./
cms , the data are free from optical pumping ef
fects on the ground-state sublevels. As the cross
seetion for Na-Na spin-exchange collisions is 1.11
x 10- 14 cm2/ 8 the relaxation time is 5x 10- 4 sec,
much faster than the optical pumping time. Also,
strong radiation trapping effects are responsible
for aredistribution of the populations in the ground
state. Resonant collisions only weakly affect the
ground-state equilibrium since the rates are pro
portional to the population in the excited state and
are thus several orders of magnitude smaller than
those for spin-exchange collisions despite greater
cross seetions.
As the role of the Boltzmann factor is negligible
for fields up to 80 kG, the ground-state atoms
therefore remain essentially unpolarized.
Remarks. A strong magnetic field may affect
the cross seetions for spin-exchange collisions
in a way analogous to that observed in resonant
collisions. 19 ,20 The main difference lies in the
very different orders of magnitude of the cross
sections for the two processes. The cross sections
for resonant collisions are about 8x 103 Ä2,5 while
they are only about 2 x lOZ Ä2 for spin exchange. l8
The collision times associated with the two pro
cesses then differ by one order of magnitude, and
the critical fields 12 are in the same ratio. Qne can
then neglect the variation of the cross sections for
spin-exchange collisions in the range of neIds used
for performing the experiments.
B. Master equation for excited atoms

V. FLUORESCENCE INTENSITIES

The evolution of the system under resonant and
spin-exchange collisions, multiple scattering, op
tical pumping, L' S coupling, and magnetic in
teractions is described with a two-atom master
equation which is nonlinear in the density matrix
p,l4.l5 but solution of this equation in the general
case turns out to be difficult. Fortunately in the
present case the chosen physical conditions are
such that the evolutions of the ground and excited
states of the atoms are very simple.
A. Relaxation in ground state

Relaxation in the ground state is due to resonant
Na-Na* collisions, Na-Na spin-exchange collis
ions, wall collisions, and multiple scattering of
resonance radiation. l6 .l7 In spite of the strong
oscillator strength of the resonance transition,
the rate of optical pumping is no more than 10Z
sec-l, owing to the very smalilight-power density

One assurnes thermal equilibrium in the ground
state, and also that the populations of the excited
states are small compared to those of the ground
states. The rate equations for the selectively
continuously pumped (jom o-JJ4J transition with
the A rate are then

where r"M) is the inverse of the imprisonment
time of the excitation in the (JM) excited state
and the g are resonant-collisional transfer rates.
The steady-state solutions of Eq. (8) are linear
in the collision terms only if p;'M' «p;oMo and
rJM) «E.r' 11' EI'" M')(JM), so that
(6)
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field of '11 3/ 2 - 3/2 p3/2-3/2
(B) I p3/2 - 3/2 IB 0) (with B 0
=6 kG)forvarious density
values (the same as in Fig.
4). The theoretical values
( +) are those predicted
in Sec. VII for g3/2 -3/2 (B)
I g312 -3/2 (Bol •
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not been attempted; instead we study the field
dependence oI this intensity ratio in fields where
the X' s are not changing.

C. Fluorescence intensities

The (J component oI the fluorescence was de
tected. We assume/,7 following the experimental
results of a previous paper, that the intensities
are just proportional to the mean populations in
the vapor. The proportionality factor \,(JM) de
pends on the reabsorption probability for (J phot
ons, but also on the radiation diffusion in the cell
which deeply entangles the (J and 11 decays. With
(6) one then obtains

P~

1(J"1I)

X (J M) JJ1I)(J"oIIrY
a-~.
Xo(JrJvfJ i'(;TAI')

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The data obtained at fixed Na density while
sweeping the Held from 4 to 75 kG have been cor
rected for the interferometer instrument func
tion. 9 Typical plots of the ratio I M/IM versus mag
netic field are given in Fig. 4 for var~ous sodium
densities. To compare the Held dependences ob
tained at various densities, we normalize the ra
tios IM/IM at fields between 4 and 6 kG. Such plots
o
•
may be seen on FlgS. 5 and 6. The observed pa-

(7)

Formulation of a detailed theory for the X's has

FIG. 6. Variation with
the field of '11 1/2 -1/2
p1/2 - 1/2 (B) /p1/2 - 1/2

(B o) (withBo"4 kG) for
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B/kG

various values of the den
sity: N=4.2x 1012 at.!cm3
(0), N"3.4 x 10 12 at./cm3
(*l, and N=2.9x10 12
at./cm 3 (e). The theor
etical values (+) are those
predicted for g1/2 - 1/2 (B)
I g1/2-1/2 (B o) with the use
of the correlation function
for R-3 dipole-dipole
interaction.
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rameter is then 1
l1li _

1/

0-

AM(N,B) AMO(N,B,J rM(N,B,J gMMO(B)
AM(N,BJ AMo(N,B) rM(N,B) gMMo(BJ'

EtA

(8)

The dispersion of the data with density is in gen
eral very small, verüying that 1/(B) is nearly in
dependent of N, as it should be.
As there is no possibility of decoupling effects
in the M=
- i case, the plot of 1J(B) in Fig. 5 is
free from Held effects on radiation trapping, so
one has
Tj(3/z-3/z) =g3/z-3/z(B)/gl/2-3/2(BJ,

(9)

with B = 6 kG. The field dependence observed be
tween {; and 80 kG is about a factor of 20.21 The in
terpretation of this feature is given in Sec. VII.
I 1
T he field dependence ofthe J:= 1A
= -2I - M "2I case
is about afactor of 3 between 4 and 80 kG; this may
be partly due to LS decoupling effects acting on
the parameters of radiation trapping. An estimate
of the magnitude of this effect can be obtained as
follows. Using the results of Appendix A, at low
densities, one has
p/21/2/11/a-1/2 - (gl/a-1/2/r)<1

+-b..LBB/A) ,

where A is the fine-structure constant. From this
expression, we see that L . S decoupling effects
lead to a 30% increase in the ratio of the measured
intensities between 0 and 80 kG. However, this
first-order correction may not be very accurate,
since the effects of multiple scattering are cer
tainly nonlinear in the absorption coefficient with
in the density range of the experiments. Indeed,
the data indicate that the net effect of the field
dependence of the multiple-scattering parameters
is less than this. The values of 1/112-1/2 plotted in
Fig. 6 reveal that the dispersion of the data for
various values of the density is very weak. As
multiple-scattering parameters depend nonlinearly
on the absorption coefficient and thus on field
strength and dens Hy, a strong field dependence would
result in a strong dispersion of the data with N,
which is not consistent with the plot of Fig. 6. It is
thus highly probable that the Held dependence in
1/ due to decoupling effects and multiple scattering
is weak and not greater than 20% over the whole
4-80 kG range of magnetic Held. The main part
of the observed variation is thus due to the effect
of the Held on the collision rate.
VII. APPROXIMATE THEORY FOR Na-Na'" COLLISIONS

A. Generalities

The zero-field problem has been solved in Re!.
5, a good approximation which neglects fine-struc-

FIG. 7. Fine-structure energy diagram of the Na a2p
state as a function of the magnetic field with wlA the
ratio of Larmor frequency to the fine-structure constant.
The crossings of energy levels occur at 164 kG and 245
kG. The assignment of the value of M on energy levels
is obvioU6 from the low-fleld Zeeman pattern.

ture transitions. A treatment of the collision prob
lem in strong fields must take into account both
magnetic and L' S interactions, as crossings of
fine-structure Zeeman sublevels occur at 164 and
250 kG and decoupling effects are no longer neg
ligible (see Fig. 7). The general solution of the
relaxation problem for Na-Na* resonant collisions
must solve a 24x24 set of coupled first-order dü
ferential equations. The use of symmetry proper
ties does not afford simplüications. In contrast
to the zero-field situation, there is no possibility
of splitting the set of equations into several sub
sets of smaller dimensions. 5 One has then to solve
the (24 by 24) set for each value of (</>, B, y), B, b,
and v following the methods of Ref.22, which re
quires a prohibitive amount of computer time.
Approximations are thus needed.
B. Approximate theory

The principle of the method is described in Refs.
4, 12, and 15. A second-order expansion of the
relaxation matrix is performed in an interaction
potential V supposed to be that of an R- 3 dipole
dipole interaction. The transfer rates are then
derived by means of a cutoff method. As there are
two possible polarization states for the perturber
before and after the collision process, the pro
bability of excitation transfer will be written
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n(ll"'l,ia Ma)(J1 Ml' J2"'2),

where (jm) denotes ground
substates and (JM) excited substates. The gen
eral form of the n coefficients from Appendix B
is then

nU 1"'1 ,JaMa)(J1Ml' Jama) fil1 (l1o>K({a}) ,

:.\

(10)

with q=p/(b 2 v)=t r/(k~b2v) and
110:= (b/v)[gf(m a -m.)w + E(J 1M 1)

EtA

2
-

E(J:#a)]'

The K function involves a sum over angular fac
tors and depends on the {a} coefficients, which de
scribe decoupling effects due to the field; the ex
plicit expression for K is given in Appendix B. In
Eq. (10) / 1 is the Fourier transform of the sym
metrical correlation function of the R -3 dipole
dipole interaction. 12,22
Equation (10) alloWs us to point out two possible
origins of the field dependence of the n coefficients
(from the second-order theory). The first comes
from the {a} coefficients and is due to decoupling
effects during collision. It is not of fundamental
interest as concerns the mechanism, but may ex
plain in some cases10 ,23 the appearance of strong
variations with the field, for example, if a mixing
of a small cross section with a large one occurs.
These mixing effects in the present cases are al
ways small for B< 80 kG, and in general are no
more than 10% of the zero-Held cross sections
(see Appendix I). The second origin of the Held
dependence, which is primarily of interest, comes
from the /1 (110) func tion. Note that at this order of
perturbation theory the two effects are not coupled.
The argument 110 of /1 depends only on the energy
difference between the initial and final states of
the two-atom system (see Fig. 8), showing the
very important role played by the polarizations
and energies of the perturbers in the ground sub
levels. When no decoupling of L and S by the Held
occurs, 11(T/0> is the only term in (10) which de
pends on the field strength. Equation (10) also
permits us to predict the order of magnitude of
angular terms. The summation in K is 0 when one
of the rules for selection of Clebsch-Gordan coef
ficients is not fulfilled. Indeed, in this second
order theory, they only express the electric di
polar selection rules obeyed by dipole-dipole in
teraction for each atom. One can then easily show
that some transfer processes are forbidden in
second-order perturbation theory, They may of
course take place at higher orders, but they will
be one order of magnitude smaller than the aUowed
processes in second order. By the use of (10) one
may thus test directly the symmetry properties
of the interaction potential.
In a strong magnetic Held symmetries obtained
in second order are larger than the true ones ob
tained in Ref. 12. As has been mentioned, the re-

1

o

FIG. 8. Energy diagram for the two-atom Na"'-Na
system plotted against wM.. The first atom is in the
13 2P , JM,,) excited subleveI. The second atom is in the
U= 1 , m j ) ground sublevel. The energy levels are
labded by (MJ , m j ). The fuH curves correspond to mJ
= - {ground states, and dashed curves to mj
+{
ground substates. The value of M" can be easlly de
duced from the low-field Zeeman pattern. Several cross
ings of energy levels (at 86, 103, 124, 164, 172, and
245 kG)occurin the two-atom system, corresponding to
a zero in the energy difference between the initial and
final state in the collision processes. They mayaIso
correspond to resonances in high field of the collisional
transfer rates. The energy diagram gives directly the
energy difference involved for a given excitation-transfer
process and the rate of variation with the neId strength.
The four diffusion amplitudes apriori contributlng to
the M= - ~ - M=! excitation transfer in the excited
state are represented on the figure at arbitrary Held
value. The dashed arrows are in fact collisional transi
tions forbidden at second order because of dipole-dipole
selection roles.

lation between the M and -M transfer rates break
down when decoupling effects are taken into ac
count.
The whole set of {n} coefficients is given in Ap
pendix B, where we indicate some extensions of
symmetry properties applicable only in second
order perturbation theory.
C. Mean excitation transfer probability in excited state

The existence of a structure in the ground state
allows the possibility of various effects such as
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collisional pumping via resonant collisions. Under
our conditions, the number of excited atoms is
always very small and such effects are negligible.
Following Sec. V, ground-state atoms are on the
average unpolarized and weIl described by the
density matrix

p,""t L: Itm)(tml.

(11)

'"
The mean excitation-transfer probability from
(J I M l ) to (JaM2) in the excited state is
rr(Ja M2 ) (JI M I )

=t

L:

(12)

rr(; 1"'1. Ja Ma)(JI Ml.Ja"'a) •

m 1m2

Each experimentally observed process in the ex
cited state is a superposition of four processes
for the two-atom system, which differ by the po
larization of the ground-state atoms before and
after collision. These four processes correspond,
moreover, to various energy differences in the
energy diagram of Fig. 8, given by
D..E(J I M l , JaM a) =[g,(m a - m l )w + E(J I M l)

-

an order of magnitude for the variation of the
transfer rate with the field. The role of LS de
coupling effects during the collision time is al
most negligible for the evaluation of the variations
with the field. It causes at most a 20% supplemen
tary variation in the 0-80 kG range of field
strength. The departure of energies from the Zee
man approximation can be shown to be of no prac
tical importance over the same range of fields.
Thus we neglect these effects. The cutoff radius
are obtained from the exact computed values in
zero field given in,5 by assuming the identity of
the cross seetions obtained either by numerical
analysis or by the cutoff method, in zero field.
The transfer rates are then given by12

(14b)

E(JaMa)] ,

(13)

=±t.

withm a ,m l
The mean excitation-transfer probability be
tween (J I M l ) and (JaM2) then usually varies with
the field strength at four characteristic frequen
eies, owing to the energy differences (13). The
field dependence of the collisional transfer may
give some insight into the contributions of these var
ious processes to electronic excitation transfer
in the excited state, as they generally have dif
ferent rates of variation. If some contributing pro
cesses are forbidden, this will result in the ab
sence of data for the corresponding frequencies.
One is thus able to test the symmetry properties
of the interaction potential.
Note that varying the field is in some aspects
equivalent to performing a Fourier analysis of the
correlation function of the potential. 12
The preceding clearly reveals the importance of
the role of electronic spin in the collisional pro
cess although the interaction potential is of purely
orbital nature. This role is manifest in the mod
ifications of the energy levels of the two-atom
system, in the selection rules, and also in the two
polarization states of the perturbers resulting in
four different processes contributing to transfer
in the excited state.
D. Dependence of transfer rates on field strength

The deduction of the transfer rates is made fol
lowing the method of,12 by using a cutoff procedure
and the mean transfer probability of Eq. (12). As
remarked in Refs. 1, 12, and 21, this only gives

913

(14c)
where fl and F are defined in Refs. 12 and 22. The
(JM -J'M') dependence is implicit, {al, a l } are
some angular factors, and T is proportional to the
magnetic field and is just the adiabaticity param
eter for R -3 dipole-dipole interaction. Equation
(14b) allows the determination of the cutoff radius
b c and then of the quantity T/c such that T/c - (D..E/
If)(bc/v) , where D..E is given by (13). Then (14a)
just gives the value of the transfer rate. Many
more details can be obtained from Ref. 12.
From (10) and (14) it is easy to deduce the gen
eral behavior with the field of all the transfer coef
ficients. For fine-structure transfer coefficients,
or strong field values (»80 kG), it is necessary
to include LS decoupling effects, which would
slightly affect the general form of Eq. (14).
In the (-~-~) excitation-transfer case, Eq.
(14) explicitly gives
a

_gl/a-3/a(B)
4>(B) - g3!2-3!a(0)

1.. T/ ( L

~
2 ~ 1 + T/4 F(2T/)j

T/4/T4=fl(2T/), T/=wb/v,

and T =0.106B kG. The 4> function can be obtained
from Table I of Ref. 12.
The rate of variation ofg 3 / 2 - 3 / a with the field is
governed by the factor 2J1. s B, a fact which requires
comment. In general, as mentioned above, four
processes, differing by the polarizations of ground
state atoms, contribute to excitation transfer in
the excited state, assuming unpolarized ground
state perturbers on the average. But for the M
= -~ - M = ~ excitation-transfer process, three
among these are forbidden in second-order pertur
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TABLE I. Fluorescence-intensity ratio IDIIB for B= 80 kG normalized at the value for
B=O kG.

IB~ID
22

33

1

0.73

1.27

1

1.13

0.87

31

1.27

1

1.54

1.27

1.40

1.14

2-2

0.73

1.54

1

0.73

0.86

0.60

3

1

0.73

1.27

1

1.13

0.87

0.87

0.60

1.14

0.87

1

0.73

1.13

0.87

1.40

1.13

1.27

1

22

3'

1

2

i

1

22
1

1

2-2

bation theory because of the electric dipolar selec
Hon rules obeyed by the dipole-dipole interaction.
The only term which is not zero corresponds to the
(M=-~,m=1-M=i,m=-~) process, meaningthat
the spin of ground-state atoms is reversed during
the collision. Thenevolutionof g312-312 1s dependent
on only one characteristic frequency, which is
just 2Jl s B.
Ir one neglects the role of the electronic spin of

the ground-state perturber in the collision, one
would predict a rate of variation with B corre
sponding to the splitting of the (-~) and (+~) Zee
man sublevels of the excited state, i.e., 4JlB B.
This indeed refers to a process strictly forbidden
here, but in Na*-rare-gas collisions the only one~
In the (t -t- H) excitation-transfer case, Eq.
(14) does give

+ ToF(ff/)+1-F (i'TJ)]}
T

with

,

=TJb't-f(i"f/) +-t-offfTJ) +tf(tTJ) ]-1/ 4,

T

=0.076B kG.

In this case, there are really four processes con
tributing to excitation transfer in the excited state,
with different weights and different rates of varia
tion with the field strength.
E. Comparison with experimental results

For (-~- +i) excitation transfer, the experimen
tal and theoretical results are plotted in Fig. 5,
and agreement is fairly good. It clearly shows
that the rate of variation of g3/2-3/2 is weH de
scribed by 2Jl s B and not by 4Jl s B, which would
produce a faster decrease with the field. The large
field dependence experimentally observed illus
trates the importance of the collision time and cor
relation time of the potential in resonant collisions.

The good overall agreement with the theoretical
model confirms both the importance of the role
of selection rules and electronic spin in Na-Na*
collisions. The nearly complete elimination of
the long-range R- 3 contributions to excitation
transfer in strong fields suggests the possibility
of studying the effects of the higher-order, non
resonant terms of the potential, which are masked
in zero fields by the resonant contribution. How
ever, the zero-neId cross section from theoretical
evaluations 5 is about 8400 Äa for (-~-~) excita
tion transfer, so that a high-field limit of 400 Ä2
is then deduced from our results. This is still
fairly large compared to Na-Ne cross sections,9
which probably represent the order of magnitude
of the nonresonant contributions in Na-Na* col
lisions as well.
For (1-1-t-t) excitation transfer, the agree
ment is also very good, further indicating that the
field dependence arising from LS decoupling and
multiple-scattering effects is really very small.
The role of the three different rates of variation
with the field associated with the four contributing
processes can be seen from the curve: the rapid
decrease between 4 and 20 kG is due to the term
at frequency
which corresponds to the
(tM
1m=-t1M=t) process in the
two-atom system. This term becomes negligibly
small at 20 kG. For B> 30 kG the residual trans
fer rate is given within 1% by the term at frequen
cy 'iw, which is slowly varying with the field and
almost constant between 0 and 20 kG. It corre
sponds to the (tM=-t,~m
processes.

tw

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The use of strong magnetic fields to analyze the
behavior of the cross sections with the energy dif
ference between the levels in atom-atom collisions
permits direct confirmation of the main mechan
isms of resonant collisions. A simple theoretical
approach using the Fourier transform of the cor
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relation function for R -3 dipole-dipole interaction
is shown to be in good agreement with the experi
mental data obtained in a vapor. This confirms
over a wide range of frequencies the R -3 depen
dence of the potential. No significant contribu
lions to excitation transfer of higher-order terms
of the potential have been shown. Also, direct
experimental confirmation of the validity of elec
tric dipolar selection rules for the interac ti on has
been given. The rate of variation with the field
for the various contributing processes are shown
to be different. An almost complete elimination at
strong field of some of the processes is then pos
sible. In some cases this means one can perform
experiments with polarized perturbers in a therm
alized vapor, sinee only one class of ground-state
atoms will interact with the exeited atoms in a
strong field.
APPENDIX A:

LS DECOUPLING EFFECTS

and the {al eoefficients· are given by
!) -sin!O±, a(H±!)=eosio~,
with

tan!e ± -jl2w/(!A ± tw), w =7fL
and A the fine-structure eonstant. The associated
eigenvalues are
!)=!A±2w,

!) =t[(±w -tA) + (w 2±Aw +{A 2)1/2] ,
E(l±!) =H(±w -!A) - (w 2±Aw +{A 2)112].
The intensities of the lines eonneeting the IJM)
and the ground Ijm J) substates in the eleetric di
polar approximation depend on the Held strength
and are given by
I(JM J

The Hamiltonian Je., in the exeited state is given
by

33

10 =Os =tj :=tmjlR IL =1 S=!JMJ ) 12 ,

(Al)

aW"J'M)1 LSJM) ,

a

TI

=(OIlR 111) ( _V+ 3/2
X

(2J + 1)1I212G

.~

;}.

Writing p := t 1(1 =oliR IIL =1) 12 , one obtains for the
intensities of the a and 1T lines (units of p)

1

0

31

22

t{eosiO++f2 sin!0+)2

~(eosiO+ - 2- 1/2 sin!0+)2

3 1
2-2

i(eosto_ - 12 sintOJ2

~(eosi 0_ + 2- 1/2 sin! 0_)2

3 3
2-2

1

0

11
22
i
1
2-2

Heosto+ - 2- 11 2 sin~O+)a t{eosetO++f2 sintO+)2

22

jm j ):=

(OHIIR 111!J)

The eigenveetors of Jee in the ILSJM) basis are
then

LJ'

-

with

Je" =AL' S+ IlB(L+2S)' 13.

Ij'M)=

!) cos!O!> an~±t)=sin!O±,

a

Heost 0_ +2- 1/2 sintOY t{eosfO_ - 12sin~0->2

for B ~ 80 kG, O~ «1, and 0+ - 0_ -112w/A •
This leads to the simplified expressions

I "(JM) +I"(JM)

=eonst.

For the isolated atom, the ratio ID/IE of the fluor
eseenee intensities for B := 80 kG normalized at
the value for B =0 kG are given in Table I.

a

1T

1

0

i(1 +f20J

i(1- 0+/12)

APPENDIX B: EXPLICIT EXPRESSION OF

t{1-f20J

i(l+OJI2)

1

0

The prineiple of the derivations is to use seeond
order perturbation theory to express the relaxation
matriees for the two-atom system. We restriet
the analysis to population transfer. Defining

i(l - 0+/12) t{l + f20J
i(l + IL/f2) t(l- f20J .
The intensities of the lines are field dependent,
but at all orders in the Held one has

71'

COEFFICIENTS

Je, =gfwm J = 21laS' ii
as the Zeeman Hamiltonian of ground-state atoms,
Je" as the Hamiltonian for the excited state, and

J.
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p(X) as the R -3 dipole-di~le interaction, one obtains

S2 = -i
SI =1 -

r:

exp~ b: OC'I +JCe»)p (x) exp (-i ~ OC"1 +JC'2») dx ,

~
j
bx
-:;; (JC,,1 +JC,) ,p(x)exp\.-i -:;;- OC'I +JC
f_"". . ", fr_.. exp~(bx

~

e) ;

x exp

(i OC 1+JC,,2) b:') p(x') exp(-i b;' OC
f

el

+JCf2~ dx dx'.

The relaxation rates are calculated in the eigenvector basis of JCe , giving (with evident definitions)

rr(iiMI.J 2'"2:] iMi) 12'"2)( 11 M, I· J2"'2 d l MI

·J 2 "'2)

(i) =ö, ö.

ö •

'"2"'2 II I MI
- tr{IJ~M~j2m~){J~M~,i2m~ltSi IJ 1Muj2 m 2){J I MUj2m 2IS;}ANO
'1

for excitation transfer of the populations.
At second order, one can easily show that rr (1) = 0 and rr (2)"* 0, . since

rr U1 '"I.la M2)(]I Ml ,12"'2)= -{1(ilmlJaM2Is2IjlMl,i2"".!)!2)-ANO •
The angular average is obtained by expanding the IjM) states over the IJM) basis. One then obtains
straightforwardly

=

:5{1(01~~1)

2
1

'}211{I'/J L

(_)Ui"' U f'+J'2 +J'ii(U' + 1)1/2(U; + 1)1/2

J{J'r

J':!Jii
xa(J r1~Ml)a(JaJ~ 2)aVrI~ M l )aVaJ: M 2){2Qll1Qlq2)2( jlmlIJ~IMIQl)

(Bl)

with
7Jo= (b/v)[g,(m 2

-

m

I)W

+ EW I M1 ) -EWaM2)]

and 1 1 (7J) the Fourier transform of the correlation function for R -3 dipole-dipole interaction. This general
expression shows that the 11 coefficients in second order depend on the field strength in two different ways.
The values of the coefficients obtained in (BI) are linked with symmetry properties given in Ref. 12. Fine
structure transitions obey the symmetry properties of Ref. 12, provided one changesA to -A in the 11(7J J
function when changing {M} in -{M}. From (A2) one can deduce the expressions for fine-structure trans
fer coefficients. Specifically this gives after averaging over the ground-state sublevels

ii(~-~)(.!
_.!) =__2_{<01IPII1)}2[(COs}O -ffsin!O \2,/ (!.[E(~-~) -E(.! _!)]~
a a 2 2
135
b2v
2 2 -I 1 V
2
2
2
2 ~
+ Hcosto_ +2- 112 sin!0J211(~[2W + EH -!) - E(t

n(! - tHt ± !) =-

-t)~],

1~5 {{0!;:1It)} 2[4(costO+ - 2- 1/ 2sintOJ211(~ [E(t -!) - E(B)])
+ (cos!O+ +.[2 SintO... )211(~ [2w + E(t -

t) - E(E)])] .

Then, using the methods of Ref. 12, one can easily deduce the variations with field strength
of the transfer coefficients, particularly the behavior around the crossing points in the two-atom

energy diagram (cf. Fig. 8).
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